
Easy to usE, intuitivE toolkit softwarE 
for spEEdy and painlEss sEt-up
•	 ConnECt in sEConds - with pC auto detection there’s no scrolling through lists  

of product codes.

•	 intuitivE intErfaCE - you don’t have to read a manual to get started. our well-
designed interface gives you highlighted options so you know what’s click-able.

•	 logiCal - our toolkits configure, calibrate and provide logging functionality.

•	 wE do thE thinking for you - our toolkits have useful help panels at each stage of the  
process to help you make the right choice

•	 usE onE, usE thEm all - our icon based navigation is common to all toolkits. 
if you’re familiar with one toolkit you’ll quickly pick up the others.

•	 frEE - all of our software is freely available.

DSCUSB
dsCusB toolkit softwarE

Advanced Intell igent Instrumentation

takE a tour
what Can it do?
the dsCusB toolkit software for  
windows connects with the dsCusB and 
dsCusB-pt via a micro usB to usB lead. the 
toolkit allows all aspects of the dsCusB and 
dsCusB-pt to be configured:

•	 Configure settings
•	 Calibrate in engineering units
•	 save and restore settings to a file
•	 log data to a Csv file
•	 view data on a chart
•	 use as a large display

thE dashBoard  
icon based intuitive navigation
help panels in ‘plain English’
interactive elements  

     highlighted purple

download  
& tEst-drivE   
visit mantracourt.com

Advanced Intell igent InstrumentationLCD20

LC Toolkit Software Page
Easy to navigate, with icons always on screen linking to different parts of the software.

Features a real time 
graphic display.

This page shows the relationships 
between different values in the 
core measurement system
You can also select the source of 
various values and adjust system 
zero.

Tare value can also be adjusted 
manually here.

The chart can hold 10000 points 
and you can use the control bar 
beneath it to set the start and 
end points of the chart view.
The Y azis of the chart is auto 
scaling.
Note that the chart will stop 
updating if you switch to another 
page.

Click here to see 
our website or 
scan QR code 
to download 
toolkit software.

Provides an intuitive way to configure the display and generated output of your 
LCD20, such as peak, gross and net.
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DSCUSB Advanced Intell igent Instrumentation

funCtionality sCrEEn shots

CalibratiON 

linearised calibration in your chosen engineering units can 
be achieved by applying known inputs or entering values 
from a sensor calibration certificate. you can also calibrate the 
shunt Calibration so an installed system will always give an 
output of 100 when shunt Calibration is activated. this allows 
for an extremely fast check that your system is still operating 
correctly without having to disconnect the input sensor.

rEal tiME trEND CHart

feature a real-time scrolling graphic display. the chart can 
hold up to 10,000 points and you can zoom and pan through 
the data. the chart is auto scaling and is ideal for looking at 
input signals to allow tuning the filters.

log data to a Csv file at intervals of between 10 milliseconds 
and 32 seconds. this allows data to be logged at up to 100hz 
and the resulting Csv files can then be analysed in microsoft 
Excel or similar application.
the software will warn you if your specified logging rate is 
faster than the rate at which the module has been configured 
to generate results.

lOGGiNG 

Data ratES aND FiltEr 

here you can configure how fast the module generates new 
results. the faster the new results are generated the lower the 
effective noise free resolution will become. the software will 
show you the expected noise free resolution achievable with 
your settings.
you can also set up dynamic filtering. you can set the amount 
of filtering to apply and also a threshold for an input change 
that can bypass the filter. this gives very fast reaction to step 
changes on the input yet still delivers filtered results. use the 
real-time trend Chart to see the results of your filter settings.
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